
The Greatest Stories of the Bible 
 

 
 

Best Devotional I've Found 
 

In The Greatest Stories of the Bible, journalist and editor Philip Patterson 

guides you through the stories in Scripture that help us understand who 

God is, and what role we play in the grand story of life. This Bible includes 

365 daily readings, each including a Scripture portion, a devotional, and an 

insight for application. This is an ideal gift for someone trying to read and 

understand the Bible.  

 

Personal Review:  The Greatest Stories of the Bible 
I just bought this devotional for my whole family (6 copies for Christmas). 

 

The reason why I have enjoyed this devotional so much is because it 
actually has the Bible as it's main section.  Many devotionals use one or 

two verses and then come up with their own 

thoughts/interpretations/beliefs.  This devotional is probably 55%-60% 

straight Bible and then Phillip Patterson adds some solid food for thought.  

My one worry was that it would just have the stories and would miss out on 
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the theology found in the prophets, and letters of Paul.  But so far (note I'm 

only on day 22 so far) he has quoted probably 40 or so passages that 

connect with the story we read.  

 

The one note I would say is he's goes right through the Bible.  So many of 

the stories fall in Genesis and Exodus.  Although Patterson does give 

insight to many different parts of the Bible during these sections, you may 

choose to jump around and do some of the 150 New Testament stories to 
shake it up.  Either way, I fully recommend.  

 

May God bless you as you read and learn more and more about our Lord 

and Savior Jesus Christ.  

 

Webb 

 
eBay is the ULTIMATE shoppers paradise. At any given time eBay has millions 

of auctions from the latest electronics, books and child products to the most 
obsolete items that can’t be found in stores. eBay just announced the “eBay 

Buyer Protection” plan that covers your purchases on eBay! Shop with 
confidence and click the link below to see the BEST eBay Auctions right now: 

Click To View The BEST eBay Auctions On The Greatest Stories of the Bible  
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